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Judy Dingler: RMT, IET, Medium, Channel, Advanced The Path to Heal Practitioner and:
•
•
•

Crystal healer
DoTerra as a Wellness Advocate who is also trained in Aroma touch.
Founder and CEO of The Gathering Together a non-profit: a place for people to relax and
explore their own gifts.

Judy realized that she had gifts at a very young age. Judy is a quiet person by nature, she did
not discuss what she had seen, heard and experienced in fear of judgment. After years of
personal growth, one in which she was lead her on a wonderful journey, she now happily shares
her gifts with those that she works with.
Judy is an Advanced The Path To Heal practitioner. When she was introduced to The Path to
Heal it was through a Path practitioner that needed practice. She found herself amazed at what
the modality could do. Judy has hosted Rebecca Cohen in her office to teach a Mystical
Manifestation class. After experiencing all of this remarkable healing energy, she decided that
Path was something that she could add to her practice. And that was over 5 years ago. Judy
has added The Path to Heal to her healing practice with great success.
Judy’s current offerings include:
- Private The Path To Heal sessions
-Mediumship/Psychic readings
- Weekly class Meditation groups (on occasion we do a group Path session): Mondays at 7:00
PM -Psychic Development Classes: Many different modalities are explored so that you can
understand their benefits. Additionally we explore pendulum usage, muscle testing, and crystals
(how to use them, choose them and clear them).
- Gathering Together: A church service that is different than most. It is a time to come
together with like minded people and share. It is a place for someone who is lost and just needs
comfort. We sit in a space of non-judgment and heal. We use prayer, Reiki healing and a talk
centered approach around a positive topic. Additionally messages are received from mediums
for those in attendance.

Her Favorite Path Success Stories:
Kristen S:
I met Judy a few years ago in a group reading and continued to see her from time to time
through classes and personal readings. Two years later, I suffered the loss of my daughter who
was stillborn and a subsequent ectopic pregnancy that left me devastated and having to rebuild
the life I thought I was going to have. I started The Path to Heal last year and I cannot begin to
tell you the ways it has helped my life. In addition to giving me insight of where I am going, it
helps unlock areas of healing we need from previous lifetimes that effect what is happening in
this lifetime. Each time we unlock something from the past or the Akashic records, I am given
new intel and guidance that helps me understand where I have been, what I went through and
where all of this is taking me. In losing my daughters, I lost a part of myself, but through The
Path to Heal, I have been able to rebirth my soul. I am more confident, kind to myself and
others and filled with love and light. During the first few sessions, I felt like I was going to the
session with a pile of problems that need to be solved. Now that I have walked The Path to
Heal and healed a lot of things within my soul, I come to sessions with positive energy, intrigue
on what we will uncover and where this beautiful path will take me. I am able, confident,
protected and full of love and light! I highly recommend the services of Judy Dingler and The
Path to Heal program. I cannot find the words to exactly describe what happens but it is
magical if you commit to it! This is a level of self care I wish everyone would explore!
Chris Mercer:
During my first The Path to Heal session, I began to feel lighter and lighter. It was like my body
had become a balloon that kept expanding and rising. I felt very peaceful and ethereal. A few
days after the session, I noticed that I was no longer experiencing pain from the bursitis in my
shoulder. I also have been feeling more empowered, spiritual, and confident. I can't wait to have
my next session!

